Abstract-A variety of matching schemes for input-queued (IQ) switches that deliver high throughput under traffic with uniform distributions has been proposed. However, there is a need of matching schemes that provide high throughput under several admissible traffic patterns, including those with nonuniform distributions, while keeping implementation complexity low. In this letter, first, we introduce the captured frame concept for matching schemes in IQ switches. Second, we propose a round-robin based matching scheme, uFORM, which uses the proposed concept for cell matching eligibility. We show via simulation that our matching scheme delivers high throughput under several nonuniform traffic patterns, and retains the high performance under uniform traffic that round-robin matching schemes are known to offer.
I. INTRODUCTION
T HE introduction of virtual output queues (VOQs), where one queue per output port is allocated at an input port of an input-queued (IQ) packet switch, is known to remove the head-of-line (HOL) blocking problem. HOL blocking causes idle outputs to remain so, even in the existence of traffic for them at an idle input [1] , thus impeding high throughput delivery.
This paper considers the following common practices in packet switch design: 1) segmentation of incoming variablesize packets at the ingress side of a switch to perform internal switching with fixed-size packets, or cells, and re-assembling the packets at the egress side before they depart from the switch; 2) use of VOQs; and 3) use of crossbar fabrics.
One major requirement for an IQ switch is the delivery of high throughput under admissible traffic conditions [2] . The matching scheme used in crossbar-based IQ switch determines in large measure the achievable throughput.
Maximum-weight matching (MWM) schemes can provide 100% throughput under admissible traffic [2] , but their complexity is too high to be considered practical. Maximal-weight matching schemes can be considered as an alternative [4] . However, they may need a large number of iterations to achieve satisfactory matching results. Therefore, these schemes may have a high complexity. Maximal-size matching schemes are an attractive solution [3] . Schemes based on round-robin matching, such as SLIP [4] , DRRM [5] , and SRR [7] been shown to deliver 100% throughput under uniform traffic.
Other schemes with improved features can deliver smaller average delays [5] , [7] - [9] . However, under nonuniform traffic patterns, only switches with an extra load-balancing stage [10] have been shown to offer 100% throughput. With a single-stage switch, the exhaustive dual round-robin matching (EDRRM) has been shown to achieve a throughput higher than SLIP and DRRM under nonuniform traffic patterns. Furthermore, frame 1 based matching have been shown to improve switching performance under different traffic scenarios [11] , [12] . This letter introduces the captured-frame concept and proposes the unlimited frame-size occupancy-based round-robin matching (uFORM) scheme for IQ switches, based on roundrobin selection and on the captured-frame concept. This paper shows that the capture-frame concept, used for cell matching eligibility, improves the performance of arbitration schemes. As an example, this concept is tested with random and round-robin selections. In addition, this paper shows that uFORM retains the high performance that round-robin schemes are known to offer under uniform traffic, and provides over 99% throughput under several nonuniform traffic patterns.
This letter is organized as follows. Section II presents the switch model under study and definitions used in this letter. Section III introduces the proposed arbitration scheme. Section IV presents a simulation study of throughput and delay performances of the resulting schemes under uniform and nonuniform traffic patterns. Section V presents the conclusions.
II. SWITCH MODEL AND PRELIMINARY DEFINITIONS
We consider an IQ switch with input and output ports. There are VOQs at each input port. A VOQ at input port that stores cells for output port is denoted as . The following definitions are used in reminder of this letter. A frame is related to a VOQ. A frame is the set of one or more cells in a VOQ that are eligible for matching in successive time slots. Only the HOL cell of the VOQ is eligible per time slot. A VOQ is said to be in on-service status if the VOQ has a frame size of two or more cells and the first cell of the frame has been matched. An input is said to be in on-service status if there is at least one on-service VOQ. A VOQ is said to be in off-service status if the last cell of the VOQ's frame has been matched or no cell of the frame has been matched. Note that for frame sizes of one cell, the associated VOQ is off-service during the matching of its one-cell frame. An input is said to be off-service if all VOQs are off-service.
At the time of matching the last cell of the frame associated to , the next frame is assigned a size equal to the cell occupancy of . We define this as captured frame size. 2 Cells arriving to at time , where , are not considered for matching until the current frame is totally served and a new frame is captured.
III. UFORM SCHEME For each output, there is an output arbiter , for each input, there is an input arbiter . Each arbiter has a pointer that indicates the counterpart port with the highest priority position in a round-robin schedule.
For each VOQ there is a captured frame-size counter, . The value of this counter, also represented by , indicates the frame size; that is, the maximum number of cells that a can have as candidates in the immediate and future time slots.
takes a new frame-size value when the last cell of the current frame of is matched. decreases its count each time a cell of the frame is matched, other than the last cell. All VOQs are initially considered with a frame size of one and in off-service status.
This scheme follows the request-grant-accept steps, as in the SLIP algorithm, and these are:
Step 1) Request: Non-empty on-service VOQs send a request to their destined outputs. Non-empty off-service VOQs send a request to their destined outputs only if input is off-service.
Step 2) Grant: If output arbiter receives any requests, it chooses the request from the on-service VOQ (also called on-service request) that appears next in a round-robin schedule, starting from the pointer position. If none on-service request exists, the output arbiter chooses the off-service request that appears next in a round-robin schedule, starting from its pointer position. Step 3) Accept: If input arbiter receives any grants, it accepts the on-service grant that appears next in a round-robin schedule, starting from the pointer position. If none on-service grant exists, the arbiter chooses the off-service grant that appears next in round-robin schedule, starting from its pointer position. The input and output pointers are updated to one position beyond the matched one. In addition, updates its value according to the following: if the input arbiter accepts a grant from output arbiter , and: i) then and is set as on-service; ii) then is assigned the occupancy of , and is set as off-service. This scheme can perform multiple iterations. However, that is out of the scope of this letter as we are interested in obtaining a matching result in a single iteration. The term unlimited, used in the name of the scheme, comes from letting the frame size have the size of the queue occupancy, without limitation.
IV. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
We consider SLIP (with one iteration, or 1SLIP) for comparison purposes, the parallel iterative matching (PIM) scheme [3] and our framed version of it (uFPIM) to show the improvement of a matching scheme using the frame concept, and uFORM. uFPIM is a three-phase matching scheme, as uFORM, that uses random selection instead of round-robin. The performance evaluations are produced through computer simulation. The traffic models considered have destinations with uniform and nonuniform distributions, with Bernoulli arrivals. The simulation does not consider the segmentation and re-assembly delays for variable-size packets. Simulation results are obtained with a 95% confidence interval, not greater than 5% for the average cell delay. Fig. 1 shows simulation results of four 32 32 IQ switches, each one with a different matching scheme: 1SLIP, PIM, uFPIM, and uFORM under uniform traffic with Bernoulli arrivals. uFPIM and uFORM use the captured-frame concept. This figure shows that uFORM, as SLIP, delivers 100% throughput under uniform traffic. PIM is known to offer about 60% throughput. However, when using the captured-frame concept in uFPIM, the performance is close to 100% throughput. The reason for the improvement shown by uFPIM is that once a match is achieved, the match between a VOQ and the output port is kept during the frame duration. Therefore, the number of contending ports is reduced with each time slot, during the frame service time.
A. Uniform Traffic
Under uniform traffic, the desynchronization effect, shown by SLIP, is also present in uFORM. This effect and the frame service policy allow uFORM to offer high throughput and low average cell delay under uniform traffic.
Under uniform traffic, the average frame size is small, as the uniform distribution of traffic among VOQ's results in small average queue occupancies. Note that uFORM does not suffer from VOQ starvation, even in the case when VOQ occupancy is large, because the captured frame has a finite size, and the arrival of new cells does not affect the value of the frame counter arbitrarily. 
B. Nonuniform Traffic
We simulated these four schemes under several nonuniform traffic models: unbalanced [13] , Chang's [10] , asymmetric [14] , and power-of-two (PO2) [11] .
The unbalanced traffic model uses a probability, , as the fraction of input load directed to a single predetermined output, while the rest of the input load is directed to all outputs with uniform distribution. When , the offered traffic is uniform. On the other hand, when , it is completely directional, from input to output , where . Fig. 2 shows the throughput performance of 1SLIP, PIM, uFPIM, and uFORM under unbalanced traffic. This figure shows that uFORM provides over 99% throughput under the complete range of and that uFPIM reaches just 99% throughput. The high throughput of uFORM under this traffic model is the product of considering the VOQ occupancy. uFORM ensures service to queues with high load by capturing a large frame size for each, and to the queues with low load by using round-robin selection.
Chang's traffic model can be defined as for and , otherwise, where is the input load. Under Chang's traffic, the obtained throughput is 64% by PIM, 97% by 1SLIP, and 99% by uFPIM and uFORM. Under asymmetric traffic, the throughput obtained is 70% by PIM, 71% by 1SLIP, and above 99% by uFPIM and uFORM.
We considered 16 16 switches for simulation under PO2 traffic. Under PO2 traffic, the obtained throughput is 68% by PIM, 73% by 1SLIP, and 93% by uFPIM and uFORM. Although uFPIM and uFORM have lower throughput under PO2 traffic than in the other traffic models, these schemes show performance improvement.
V. CONCLUSIONS
We introduced the captured frame size concept to determine cell eligibility for matching in input queued packet switches. We also proposed a matching scheme called uFORM. This scheme uses round-robin selection and the concept of captured frame size, where the frame size depends on VOQ occupancy at complete-service time. As the switch size increases, uFORM shows high throughput under several nonuniform traffic models, while retaining the high performance of round-robin based schemes under uniform traffic. In most tested traffic models, this scheme delivers 99%, or higher, throughput. This matching scheme does not need to compare the status of different VOQ's as it is based on simple round-robin. The hardware complexity of uFORM is low, because the hardware additions are a CF counter and a service flag to each VOQ.
This letter also showed the performance improvement with the frame eligibility concept in uFPIM, which is a version of the PIM scheme using this concept. uFPIM shows improved performance under uniform and nonuniform traffic patterns.
